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Berrigan Compares Military With Nazis
Hopes~

Fears Told
In Social Seminar

Berrigan SaYs U.S.
In State Of ln:;anity

By George Johnson

By ORLANDO MEDINA

Lobo New• Editor

Of The Lobo Staff

studying Ghandi at the University
of Albuquerque asked the South
The girl from Nicaragua sitting American. 111 mean, American
in the circle .with me, Phillip prisons are relative ballparks."
Berrigan and 13 Quakers, pacifists
But it didn't make her mad.
and young American movement She had worked with American
workers said that if she returned activists on the UFW
to her country as a revolutionary boycott-even though she signed
she would probably end up in papers when she came to school in
prison-and in Nicaraguan prisons the states aaying she would be
they torture revolutionaries.
apolitical.
She said her brother was a
Berrigan looked at her. He had
movement journalist in South his shoes off. He wore a
America.
turtleneek aweater with a colJar
A semi-truck drove down that looked like a priest's; his eyea
Girard-we were sitting on · the were blue disks. We'd just moved
patio in front of the Friends from inside the meeting room
meeting house where Saturday where he wu dilcussing planned
afternoon Berrigan and the communal societies and their
Albuquerque War Resisters potential for enacting social
League were conducting seminars change. He said that high-quality
on social change-and it was the people can band together to study
first time I noticed the traffic. I and work and influence America
had been absorbed in listening to by example and non·violent
each penon in the circle make an resistance. He said that apathy is
introductory speech and talk violence.
about the work they were doing
..There is torture in American
in what they all called "the prisons,". he said. He was twisting
movement." Boycotting a stick in his fingers and watching
Safeways, working in northern the ants that were crawling·
New Mexico medical clinics and between the bricks, in cracks that
living in "intentional communal must have seemed Jike canyons to
houses'' all sounded like them.
significant sacrifices.
He had spent time in the
But being tortured in hole-solitary confinement-when
Nicaragua? The girl's eyes-both he was in prison for pouring blood
wide, brown circles-flashed from on draft files in Baltimore,
Berrigan to the medical clinic Maryland, and burning records in
woman to the self-admitted upper Catonsville with homemade
class wife of an ACLU lawyer; she napalm. Solitary confinement is
talked about an Argentinian torture when you believe the only
schoolteacher who was tortured in vehicle for change in America is
prison and found it spiritually communities.
revealing to test her ideals against
Berrigan is part of a
the limits of physical pain.
seven·person community in
Two women in the group-the Baltimore-and they travel to
housewife and the communal spread the idea of forming
house girl-were wearing dark communities.
"We go into a community and
glaues beeauae the s~n wu too
find the group that we feel is the
intense.
"Does it anger you that in most hopeful," Berrigan said
.Ameriea political dillidentl have earlier in the meeting hall•
(continued onpllfe 2)
ao little to risk?" a student
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Phillip Berrigan
He had spent time in
the hole-solitary
confinement-when he
was in prison for pouring
blood on draft files in
Baltimore, Maryland, and
burning records in
Ca'tonsville with
homemade napalm.
Solitary confinement is
torture when you believe
the only vehicle ·for
change in America is
intentional communities.
(Photos by Mike Gander&)

War resister and ex-priest
Phillip Berrigan said yesterday
that the United States is in a
period of insanity where the
military uses the same means as
the Nazis.
Berrigan spoke before a near
capacity crowd in the Kiva on
behalf of the War Resisters
League and spoke about where
Americans now stand in history.
"Americans have forgotten the
bombings of the past. This
forgetfulness is criminal insanity.
The ins11nity continues in our war
budgeting," he said.
Berrigan explained that there
were not enough people around to
tell the population that the
insanity exists in the country. He
said the American military used
the same means as the Nazis to
fight the war in South Vietnam.
ul think in the latter part of
World War II we took up the
policies of Blitzkrieg. Our legacy
of bombings is of an amoral
nature and this means more and
more Nazi. We know the
propaganda and lies cranked out
by Washington were learned from
Goebbels," he said.

Berrigan spoke about the South
Vietnamese prisons and the
tortures that occurred. He
explained American involvement .
in the formation and use of the
prisons.
"I know American penal
administrators who advised in the
construction of the Saigon penal
system, where there is more
torture and grievance than in
Brazil or Greece," he said.
Berrigan cited examples of
prisoners who had entered the
South Vietnamese prisons with
small wounds and suffered
amputation as means of torture.
He said there was a prison holding .
800 children between the ages of
3 and 13 years old.
Berrigan said he felt the
American people had been
manipulated by the governmenL
"Watergate gave us a little more
time. We have been alienated from
one another by men in power like
chessmen on a board. This is just
as Nixon has done," he said.
Berrigan said the answer was to
find alternatives and that he is
trying to bring his case to the
people because ccat this point in
history we are close to being a
(continued on page 2)
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Attentive Audience In Kiva

At Model Cities

Library·Merg·erTo Cause Budget Cuts
By RICH ROBERTS
QffteLollostaff

On July 1 the Model Cities Libnry me11e1 .
into the Albuquerque Publie Libnry (APL)
aystem. The immediate effect of the action will
be a IeVere reduetion in the budit!t. which ha1
prompted 1ome concem over. the future
·
operation of the library.
The Model Cities Library was organized under
eon tract from APL through a grant from .the
federal government five years ago. The
experimental project was designed by the
direetor of APL at that time.
In 1970 the federal budget provided $75
million for such library projects. In 1974 this
item was entirely eliminated. The funding for the
• Model Cities Library meanwhile has been
exhausted.
.
A. Clark, director of APL, said for thia rea&on
and the end of the five-year trail period, the
Model Cities Library was being consolidated into
the city·wide system.
The library received $150,000 in its first year
of operation and $120,000 the next year. Last

.•

year the library wu cut baek to $90,000. Under ·
the general budget for the APL syatem, Model
Cities will reeeive $65,000, umore than any other
braneh except the main library." aeark said.
It wu suggested the library seek further
government a.uistance to supplement the budget.
aark however dileounted this as a possibility.
u The likelihood or going to the federal
government iA minimal," he said. celt's a barren
approaeh. There'& no way of Model Cities getting
additional federal grants. It will be 100 per cent
local funding."
He added there was a possibili.ty of $1500
coming from state funds but cautioned that only
$100,000 was available for all the libraries in the
state. He said there C!ould be ''maybe a couple
hundred dollars from other sources" but no
federal funding at all.
He said the APL system operated on $3.15 per
resident ·per year compared to $6·7 in other
major cities. He said even these cities found it
difficult to do the job with twice the funding
available to Albuquerque. .
11
The trick here is how to lifford it, how to

organize a library on our resources," Clark said.
''The trick here at Model Cities is how to
operated with hall the federal budget .we once
had. We think we have the insights from our
experience with the demonstration project."
''It wa• great while we had the funding. What
we have to do now is to keep the goat·cart
moving on with a responsive service. With sheer
willpower and the funds we do have, we can find
_
a way to do it without federal funding."
Clark said the purpose was not to make Model
Cities like APL but APL like Model Cities. He
said the situation was different-not the same
staff, not the same level of book budget and not
the same funds for facilities.
The library has been organized around the
community with many innovations and
non-traditional methods. A volunteer worker at
the libary described it as a community services
center.
Innovations the library has started include a
free tax service to help members of the
community in filing tax returns. Showing films
(contittued ott page 2)
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Model Cities Library Budget Cuts • • •
Concern over the consolidation is related to
the preservation of this atmosphere. Clark said
the people in the neighborhood determine the
policy of all branches. He said in the context of
Model Cities there was a language and ethnic
relation to preserve.
He said Mode I Cities needs a customized,
specialized service and compared it to the
&peranza and North Valley branches. He said
what the libraries were trying to do in each of
those areas was to res!_lond to 'community need;;.
"The library will change under pressure but
the spirit will not he changed," Clark said. "The
problem is what we can do for what we have.,

(Continued from page 1)
for children when the library is open, offering
the building as community ·meeting place and
starting a remedial reading program are others.
The building is a storefront, Kids go there to
read, watch movies, listen to the radio, or just
hang out. The TV the library has is now broken
but there is no money to fix it.
One of the full-lime staff said many kids in
school go there when they are free, kids who
otherwise would not go into a library. She said as
a result many of them have started to read.
The atmosphere. is noisy but relaxed. The desk
by the front door has a sign reading-"Please do
not lean on the desk-it is broken." The books
are catalogued, but not by Dewey numbers or
Library of Congress classifications. They're
grouped on the shelves by subject. A box of free
paperbacks is by the front door.

Hopes And Fears

'*

He said one advantage to Model Cities would
"the value of plugging the library into support
systems and getting better services."
These support systems include the buying and

\

:E

;:

processing of incoming materials. He said the
cost effectiveness of doing administrative chores
in a simpler fashion would release more money
for materials as opposed to financing support
wstems.
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Another change would be some formal
organization of cataloging the. book collection.
"We will have a balance between subject and
numerical classifications. We will continue to do
some non-traditional things, but a libraey cannot
abandon traditional methods," Clark said.
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"There will be the same staff and same
commitment to the community. Tbe kids will
come into the same relaxed atmosphere." he
said. "The real demonstration will be to operate
on feasible finances with non·federal funding. We
have a great deal to learn from the open, simple
format of Model Cities."

DENVER (UPI)-The son of
Sen. Joseph Montoya, D·N.M., has
been linked with an alleged stock
fraud scheme which reportedly is
tied to the mafia, a Denver
newspapersaid Sunday.

(Continued from page 1)
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OCSF, Thomas Alfrey, would not
comment on details of the probe.
Among thosfl taken into
custody were William M.
Terranova, 56, and John Fiore
Luciano, 49. They are said to be
close to Joseph (Jose Bananas)
Bonanno, a reputed syndicate
chieftan, the paper said.

In Colorado incorporated
records filed last October, Joseph
M. Montoya II, of Albuquerque,
N.M., is listed as a member of the
board of directors of the Little
The two meii allegedly offered
King Ranch Ltd., according to the undercover agents 100 shares of
Denver Post.
Little King stock for $20,000,
although
the company is not
Little King, near Granby, Colo, registered to
sell stock anywhere
has been under investigation since i~ the United States.
late March by the organized crime
strike force of the attorney
The senator's son said he knows
general's office.
nothing of the possible link with
Sgt. Michael Dowe, heading the organized crime. He said he met
investigation, said Montoya and Terranova several months ago and
others would be questioned soon later met Luciano at a bar owned
by the two suspects in Phoenix.
about the corporat~on.
The newspaper said "reliable
investigative sources" revealed
that at least two of five persons
arrested since April 11 in
connection with the stock sales
have close ties to major figures in
the Cosa Nostra.
The chief legal counsel for the
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&rrigan Speaks

Lunches Daily at OKIE'S
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By CHARLES ANDRElWS

IS. "JIMI HENDRIX"

<

(Lobo Theater/$2. 25)
0
We live in capsule
.c time-compressed,
close, quick.
Prophecy comes easy, with
,e. computers and the right data.
·~
With rapid gathering of expert
~
opinion possible, we wait less time
8 for history's judgment.
·~
It has been only three and a
half years since Jimi Hendrix was
pronounced dead in London of a
drug overdose, maybe accidental
rri or maybe not. But that's enough
time, if you examine the course of
music since then and take into
If consideration what went before,
to make the judgment that he was
a unique artist, whose dimensions
of talent and character redefined
music and our lives.
"He was amazing, just
amazing-blew my head
off" ... Mick Jagger.
"The effect he had on
European musicians-not nust
guitarists but all musicians-was
incredible.., ••. that from the man
many consider the world's
premier guitarist, Eric Clapton.
"Jimi Hendrix" intersperses
selections from four years of
concert footage with a few clips
of Hendrix talking about himself
and his music,·and many more of
his friends talking about him.
Pete Townshend tells how he
insisted at Woodstock that the
Who precede Hendrix-"there's no
way we could have followed
him." But even these superlatives
from these quintessential rock
artists are inadequate. Jimi
Hendrix was not merely among
the best; or even the best-he was
alone in a class no one knew
existed until he came along. He
half·joked about being fr.om Mars,
or somewhere else in the
cosmos-he might as well have
been, so different was he from the
rest of us and even from his fellow
musicians. His tremendous
spirituality distorted the normal
boundaries between mind and
body, body and guitar, guitar and
mind; it was all one flow, which
even the straight confines of a
television talk show couldn't
interrupt.
The clips of Hendrix on the
Dick Cavett Show, with father
("Knows Best")-figure Robert
Young seated in the background,
were amusing and revealing.
"Why did you play that song
('Star Spangled Banner')?"
"I'm an American, so I played
it. They made me sing it in

.s
"'

~
~

'

school-it was just a ffashbac/1."
"But you must admit it was a
rather unorthodox version.''
"Unorthodox? I thought it was
beautiful!"
"With all the money you're
making, can you still sing the
blues?"
"The more money you make,
sometimes the more you can sing
the blues. "
That last remark wasn't meant
to be flippant. h is the case with
many great artists, success
brought a new set of demands
which Hendrix did not want and
couldn't adequately cope with.
Fayne Pridgon, his old lady from
the pre·discovery village days,
said, "The most important thing
to him was peace of mind, and he
could never find it, before or
after." . She gets more lime on
screen than any of the friends,
and rightly so; she seems to have
known him better than anyone,
speaks candidly, and paints a
picture of the unknown but
contident young guitarist which
reflects revealingly upon the later
superstar.
The commentary, though.
while important and uniformly
interesting, is only the icing; the
body of the movie is Jimi Hendrix
communicating in the most direct
and honest way possible, through
his music. You'll see performances
from a televised 1967 Marquee
Club appearance (with a
straight-haired, boyish Mitch
Mitchell) to the Isle of Wight
festival, a month before his death;
you 'II see the Hendrix style
metamorphose from the
amp-smashing, guitar-burning
Monterrey days to the quiet
intensity of his last months (the
way some of you here may
remember him from his concert at
the Civic Auditorium two or three
months before he died). But no
matter what you've seen before,
this hour and three-quarters of
Hendrix music can't help but
show you, or remind you, what a
staggering, unique talent he was.
Extra (important) bonus: the
Lobo Theater is playing the sound
L-O·U·D, loud enough even for a
burned-out decibel freak like me.
It's the first time any
Commonwealth theater has set
the volume for a music movie
anywhere near where it should be,
and it adds greatly to the
eni oyment of this fine
documentary. I congratulate them
on having the good sense to know

best book to read to discover the new theology in the making."-Chicago Sun-Times

HARVEY COX

i

author of The Secular City

I!!

low-down from Karl Vera on
"Gatsby," scrounge a copy of last
Friday's LOBO ..•. "Very
bloody" "EL TOPO" is back, at
the Guil.d. I hated it the first time,
but it has gotten such critical
acclaim that I'm going to give it

another try .•. , You may not
have noticed, but one of the
Disney classic cartoon features is
in town, 'CINDERELLA" at the
Cinema View; it's playing with
another Disney, non-animatedContinued on page 5
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The Star: The Checkmates
Monday April 22 fhru Saturday
April 27 Two Shows Nightly.
Cover Charge.
Cabaret •••
And this is only the beginning.
For reservations call
243·8661 ext. 7104

A Suggestion:
Why not enjoy a pre·show
dinner in our elegant
Monte Carlo Dining Room.
Excellent cuisine served to
perfection. Or if you'd
rather enjoy a snack after
the show. meet your friends
for the Terrace Late Show.

Save On SUPERWEEKEND Packages
One night for $24.50 per couple, Save $16.50
Two nights for $39.50 per couple. Save $27 .SO
Friday and/or Saturday nights only. Admission
to one Cabaret show included,

III

ALBUQUERQUE

HILTON INN

$2.95 • A Touchstone Book published by
SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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what the audience for this film
wants.
****
**FILMCLIPS**-This must be
Robert Redford week in
Albuquerque. I just noticed you
can catch his flashing p!:larly
whites at two theaters, three
different flicks: "THE STING"
and "BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID" at the
Cinema East Twin (nos. 1 and 2
respectively) and "THE GREAT
GATSBY" at the Mall. I've seen
the first two: no content but
lovely form, excellent light
entertainment. For a detailed

711' TOUCHSTONE PAPERBACK

• An autobiographical odyssey from the
best-known, most iconoclastic and best-selling writer on religion in America today •
"Brilliant."-The New York Times • "The

bib, skies, stereo, etc .• take advantage of this special offer.
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Other lockers reg. $9-$55 per month ~ off.
Cash in advance for these special prices.
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Montoya II Linked

• •

But even though he was a
leader-a national anti-war
In this case he picked the superstar-people weren't sucked
Albuquerque War Resister's in by his charisma: there were
League. He goes into the groups three other circles and they had
and tries to convince people to just as many members.
meet weekly "for intense
But these people were already
discussions of life .and death in the movement. I recognized
problems."
some of them who had been jailed
"When people form these for resisting arrest at the march on
groups I see lives move; people Kirtland Air Force Base in
become stronger; their October 1972 when they carried a
imaginations open," Berrigan said. coffin onto federal land and then
He told about a group in refused to leave. I was at the
Baltimore that visited oppressive march; I remembtir the protestors
institutions every Friday to looked like ants running across
perform civil disobedience.
Gibson, marching at the barbwire
The wife of the ACLU lawyer fence and the armed military
said she joined lots of guard.
organizations-so many that she
"I don't allow myself the
was afraid she spread herself too luxury of thinking that these
thin. She said that as liberals she groups will change the world,"
and her husband wanted everyone Berrigan told me. Maybe you need
in the world to have the American practicality to fight
opportunities they had.
America.
A Vietnam vet, built like I
"But we are going against the
imagine marines are built said he grain. Our methods are necessarily
was living in self-imposed poverty, against the grain," he said. Then
I said that I was cynical about th!l seminar broke for dinner.
the effectiveness of small groups,
that maybe Nader's idea of
student-funded eounter·corpor•
(Co11tinued from page 1)
ations was right. But Berrigan
wasn't talking about quantity-of beaten people."
money or of people.
"When we feel the ogre
"We've shown (by getting breathing sufficiently down on
together in this circle) that we our necks, then we'll get
have great resources. We need a together," he said.
few good people to get together in
A person in the audience asked
communities like this," he said.
Berrigan if he lhought Winston
"But I think we need to ask Churchill was insane because of
why we have to have Phillip his leadership during World War II
Berrigan come to town before we and the Cold War.
feel the need to form these
Berrigan said yes, and that
groups," a woman in the meeting Churchill had been "a white
said after our circle had dissolved supremist, a cold war warrior and
and we regrouped to discuss what an imperial diplomat."
we had said.
Berrigan said ties are still to be
She was right-Berrigan was the maintained with institutions. "We
leader. Although he spoke less have to rethink our roles in these
than anyone in our group it was institutions-whether they be the
his intensity of listening that church or a university. All of our
made people give better abstractions are reduced to one
introductions than the usual "I question. What are you willing to
am a student ••• " They actually share with a suffering sister or
said thin~ts.
brother?"
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News Editor
George Johnson
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

More Input
Needed For
TheNewSUB
A $1 '!.·million renovation is being planned for the SUB.

It's long overdue. The SUB was originally· planned for a
fraction of the students it now handles, and for on-campus dorm
residents at that.
It's a crucial building. It's the heart of the circulation on
campus and, clogged the way it is, it fl:!aY overload and fail. If
off·campus students lose the SUB as a pleasant place to go, the
UNM campus will finally become as big, impersonal, and
unplesant as an airport.
The problem is that students will not be in charge of the
renovation-the administration will. The Campus Planning
Committee is now choosing an architect for the remodeling, with
no publicity than that which surrounded the building of the
basketball courts in front of the dorms. To their credit, Campus
Planning is likely to choose a responsible architect-and they've
been responsive to student representatives' suggestions. And what
plans have already been drawn up have been based on
questionnaires given to a cross·section of SUB users.
But like all campus building, it's prone to become a
"committee" affair.
Most committees make what sel)ms like a substantial effort to
get student reaction to their decisions. And most students do
enough griping to make it seem like the administration should
be listening.
But they never seem to get together.

'NOW, I NOTE IN YOUR APPLICATION THAT YOUR LAST JOB WAS COACHING THE
MICHIGAN EIGHTH DISTRICT •• .'
.

An Open Letter
·To Lucian E. Ferster
This is in response to your
open letter to Fernando
Arrabal printed in the Lobo
of April 18, 1974. Since Mr.
Arrabal has already patiently
explained the many ways in
which he acts to fight Franco
and what he represents I shall
restrict my remarks to the
content of your letter.
Because Mr. Arrabal did
not say what you wanted to
hear, he became a
"pretentious silly man" who
leads a "comfortable
bourgeoise [sic] life." Those
who do not share your
opinion of Mr. Arrabal are
"fete" if in Paris, "a group of
slack·jawed ad'J)iiers" if in
Albuquerque. It seems that
only a direct "scream against
Franco's brutality" would
have satisfied you and would
have, somehow, destroyed
multiple evils. You totally
overlook the fact that Mr.
Arrabal's theater constantly
reveals the treachery,

rapacity, cruelty and
bestiality that characterize
man's inhumanity to man.
Men create human
institutions, men devise and
enforce policy. Mr. Arrabal's
subject is man and through
his portrayal of traits we
might wish to ignore, he helps
us better understand why the
policies, and why the
institutions-not just in
Spain, not just fascist; that
would be too easy.
In like manner, Norman
MiII e r participated in the
march on the Pentagon and
then wrote a book about it, a
book that allowed many of us
to feel comfortable because ·
we were thinking the correct
militant thoughts and
performing the correct
militant actions. But Mailer
also wrote IMJy Are We In
Vietnam?, a novel whose
ostensible subject is a hunting
expedition in Alaska, which
allows few of us to escape its

It can be different with the new SUB. As soon as the architect
is chosen, the responsibility for the building will be entirely in his
hands and In the Union Boards'. The Union Board will be
enthusiastic about student suggestions.
In the words of a university official, "I think it's the
administrations's responsibility to see that we get student input.
The administration has to generate the format, present it to
students, and then if they have anyting to add to it, they can
add."
We suggest the university actively search out student reaction
to the SUB, and not just decide-or guess-at "what the students
will want.'' as they have in the past.

implications.
May I remind you that
insistence on one ideal, on
one manner 6f conducting
oneself has caused centuries
of persecution, torture and
war in Western Europe and,
at present, much of the
suffering you decry has its
roots in this same insistence.
I, myself, do not agree with
your definition of art, nor
your definition of politics nor
your implied notion of moral
courage. For that matter, I do
not agree with all that Mr.
Arrabal says. I respect the
right of all three of us to hold
divergent opinions and I
would defend the freedom of
all three of us to express
those opinions. But I also
resist with full vigor your
attempt to impose your way
and only your way on
someone else. (I recognize
how trite that sounds but we
here at the University must
(continued on page 8)

verbatim transcripts of most of
conversations.
The deadline arrives Thursday
Sunday Prestdent. Ntx<;m ~ppears
to be obstructmg JUStice by on the judiciary committee's
stalling on subpoenas issued by sub p 0 en a and May 2 on
the House Judi?iary Committe,e Jaworski 's.·
an~ the spectal prosecutors
Percy, who has mapped
offtce.
.
.
strategy for r~mning in the 1~76
Per,~y !lis'? s~td Repubh~~s presidential nomination, said he
were W~tstlmg m the dark tf would not be satisfied with White
they beheved Watergate would House-prepared transcripts of the
not be a~ important. issue in the tapes and thought a refusal by the
fa!l elections. He s.atd ~he ~arty · President to offer . anything but
wtll make no gatos m etther the tapes themselves could end up
chamber of Coogre~s be~ause of in a bill of impeachment prepared
both Watergate and _mflat~on.
in the House.
T~e senator was mterv1ewed on
Regarding the fall elections,
ABC s Issues and Answers.
p
'd "Th
·
'b'J't
"I ·continue to see reluctan~:e,
er~:y sa1
. ere IS n? P.osst ' 1,Y
dragging of feet, almost what of us (Repubhcans) ptckmg up m
might be considered the the ~ous!l or the Senate. Th_e
hindl'!rance of justice here, an qu.esbon 1s how m~ch da~age 1s
obstruction of justice " Percy said gomg to be done. He satd the
f h Wh'
H '
economy would be stronger by
Jte ouse delays to fall, but doubted inflation would
o t e
subpoenas for tapes and b · ·r·
tl 1 d
documents.
e s1gm Jean y s owe .
"I f 1
·
"I'm more concerned about
ee
toward af ·10fl at'Jon th an any th"mg e1se. we
d we are movmg 't'
very
an.ger?us posJ 100 0
do not have, and have not to date
confron_
tat10n
b th th H 1f the dsubpoenas .of d emons t ra t e d, our ab'l'ty
11 t o
o
e ouse a~ the· sp~~Jal control that. Watergate will be
prosecutor are not hved ,~P to.
with us in the fall and we're
Percy late~ added: It would
hi tl'ng i the d k if e thi kit
appear there IS now a chance that :o \ 1b .~
ar
w
n
e.
t
.
"
justice is being impeded. I know
1n response o a question, t he
.
th
rk f th gr d ·
~ w~ ·o
e an JUrors IS senator said it would be
bemg Impeded and slowed u~ "unreasonable" for the
because Mr .. (Leon) Jawo~sk1 Republicans to lose 70 to 100
(Watergate specJ~ prosec1_1to~) 10 a House seats, but he added "those
Jetter to me th1s ~eek md1cated are the figures that are in the
that much to me m much those ballpark and it would be
same words ' 1
'
·
A spoke~man for Percy said disastrous for us, I think, to ha~e
that much power and control m
Iater that th e 1~ tte r f rom J. a'!'{:rs k'1 one
party.,
~s dated Apr I ~2 and. saJd. :r'te
On other issues Percy said:
fa~.Iure to. prov1d~ th1s. requtred
-His strategy for the
ev1den~e 1 ~ 00 "': l~ped!?g these Republican nomination was to ask
grand J~ry mves.tJgatJOn~.
the party to accept a possible
A h1gh·rankmg Wh1te House winner
aide indicated last week that
·
Nixon would not comply fully "F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;o;;o;;;;iiiii;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;:o;;i«.ii
with
the documents
House subpo
tapes and
re 1ena
ating for
to ~~ PROJECT CONSEJO
42 presidential conversations. But
Peer-Counoeling
he indicated the White House
would supply the committee with
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(Continued from page 3)
"CHARLEY AND THE
ANGEL" ...• Don Pancho's
"Ballet Festival" ends tomorrow
night; currently showing is "THE
SOVIET DANCE ENSEMBLE."
The first one, on the Bolshoi, was
very good; the second, the
complete "Swan Lake" by the
Leningrad Ballet, was absolutely
stunning, the best dance film I've
ever seen.
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of the UNM Language Lab for students
interested in $tudy in_ Iberia, Thursday,
APril 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the
International Center, 1808 J.,as '-'omas
NE. Refreshments wm be served.
"Women in the Hispani~ World" will
be discussell by an expert on the
histories of Spain and Mexico in a ft·ee
public lecture at 2:30 p.m. this
afternoon in Room 104 of the UNM
Coll~g" of Education, sponsored by the
UNM History Department.
,

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replaced

attam~cmcnts.

All students interested should
contact the Consumer Affairs office in
Room 248 in the Student Union
Building o~ call 277~5605, for final
details.
Li\'f' Mil in~· t.ol~:-llcors
Pn•!ih HPduwl
l"rPsh l•'rnzt•IJ Hi'41fjl!lcl
Wlwh•s,lh• • Ht•lail

265-3667

PUBLIC NOTICE
April 25 and 26 (Thursday and Friday), campus-wide
elections will be held to choose 11 persons to serve as
Interim Board of Directors of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG). The Interim Board will
(a) complete the incorporation of the organization; (b)
negotiate with the UNM Board of Regents; (c) conduct a
preliminary investigation of potential 'staff.
All students registered at UNM this semester who
intend to reside in the Albuquerque area this summer and
who expect to register as students next fall are elegible
to become candidates for the Interim Board.
All students registered at UNM are qualified voters
in the election.

TO BECOmE A CANDIDATE
To become a candidate for election to the Board of
Directors, a person must obtain and fill out an official
"Statement of Candidacy 11 from the PIRG office, 2026 Mesa
.Vista Hall on campus. The office is open from 10 to 5
Monday through Friday. Each person should fill out the
form and return it to the PIRG office no later than 5 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 23. The PIRG staff will make xerox
copies of each "Statement of Candidacy" and post copies
for public inspection at 3 locations: On a PIRG Election
Bulletin Board at the north end of the SUB; on a PIRG
Election Bulletin Board near the east entrance of the
Geology Building; and on the wall of the hallway outside
the PIRG office, 2026 Mesa Vista Hall. In addition, the
Lobo will be given copies of each "Statement of Candidacy" in hopes that they will publicize the qualifications
of each candidate for office.

TO VOTE IN THE ELECTION

r~llct~<

ff\101\lii_

·•
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'rbe office of Research and
Consumer Affairs is worlting with the
Thunderbird Travel Agrncy- to reserve
a limited number of seats for students
planning to fly home at the end of the
year. Thes(lo will be group rates so
students will be saving some money,
instead of making their own
reservations. Seats have been rcs~;>rved
for May 10, ll, 17 and 18. Como early
as there is a very limited amount of
time that we can hold these seats. If we
do not have a good student response,
all seats will bv. cancelled and students
will have to make their own fligl}t

William D. 'Balter. an assistant
professor of music at UNM~ wiU hold a
guitar .recital Wednesday, Apdl 24 at
8:15 p.m. in Koller HaU in the F_inr
Arts Center, sponsored by the College
of Fine Arts in cooperation with the
UN M Classical Guitar Association.
Proce-eds will go to the Guitar
Scholarship Fund.

A color slide presentation on Spain

will lie given by Neddy VigU, director

Audem.e Cevnlel"'111
r.-.ollltrt41bllom•
C.t .. tllld V~116nel

BYLLE Tl N s

The University of New
Mexico is sponsoring a sum·
mer session in Madrid, Spain
this summer.
Cour'<'' niiNPd .H<' llwri.lll

If,

Hbtory to 1700, Spani.,h C1vili·
z.Jtinn, Hhtory or Sp.lni;h
OVPr;p,~<,
E~lhlll'ion,
Ad·

We also suggest that students offer the ideas. If there's
anything you or your group really wants to see done to the new
SUB~or, more important, not done to the new SUB~just drop
your idea off at the Student Information Center.
The administration doesn't understant yet that saying "this is
what the students want" generally has nothing to do wtth what
the students want.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Se!l.

:::: Charles H.. Percy,, R-lll., smd

~

Editorial
Page

''Obstruction' Charged

The Student Health Center needs
crutches desperately. Anyone who has
borrowed them from the center and no
longer needs them is asked to rett,Jrn
them as soon as possible ..

Vdi1!Pcl

Compo,i!ion

Jnd

Co11V!'r.,,11 ion, Undl'rgrad tt.lll'
Rt~.1di11g,, .mel (jr,ulutll<' l'rol.l·
I!' Ill'.

A pr!'IPn'l1< !'

1.

gr<llllt'cl
UN.\ 1 SltuiPnh but .111\" 4111
dt•nt m,w .1ppil. o\pplic ,111!•
,.,

mu;f know Sp.IIH,h. "Jorn1.1lly.
4l'llH'4ll'r' of tolll'gl' I<'V<'i

lour

Sll.lll"h

or 11<111\·l',lbiiltv drc•
nllhidt•r<'cf IH'l l'"•H\ lor 4l1l •
t !'"lui ptlr! 11 ip<If inn

A 'llilW''Il'd tot,ll budgt•t ol
'ioiCKKl tlllfllcfP' 'ioll'i IU11Hlll,

plu' rr,l\<'1, room .111d bo,ucl
fill' ligurt• will 1.1r1 1111h imll·
vidu,tl prl'l!'r!'ll< p, 111 tr.m;por·
!.tliclll,loclging, PI<

Interested pe'rsons should
contact the office of Internalional Programs and Service~
on campus at 1717 R1111M NF.

Ballot boxes will be maintained at six locations
on campus: {a) near the north entrance to the SUB; (b)
near the east entrance to the Geology Building; (c) at
La Posada Dining Hall; (d) at the corner of Vale and
Roma Streets; {e) near the south entrance to Zimmerman
Library; and (f) near the east entrance to Farris Engineering. These polling places will be staffed from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, April 25 and
26, 1974. Official ballots will be available at those
locations. By showing his or her student I.D. card,
and having it appropriately marked to assure that no
one votes twice, any UNM student may obtain an official
ballot, mark it, and place it in a ballot box.
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By DgLJONES

Seaman (winner [3·4] who went
the distance) and Roy Stringer
The UNM baseball team (loser [6·2] six innings) then
showed UTEP just who belonged settled down into a pitchers
in the cellar as they swept the battle. No runs came in until the
three game series between the two fifth when UTEP got a run on a
teams, taking a single game 6·3 on couple of base hits and. a walk.
Friday and two more on
In the sixth the Lobos put it
Saturday, 3·2, and 9·4, at the away with four runs on four hits
Sports Stadium.
and two Miner errors.
,
The
Miners
scored
one
in
the
The Lobos had previously
found themselves without a win in seventh and two in the eighth to
conference action, at 0·6. UTEP make the final 6·3.
In the opening seven inning
came into the series with a 2·4
of Saturday's double header
game
WAC record but left at the
runs were scored in the
all
five
bottom. The Lobos are now 3·6 in
second
inning. The Miners got
the WAC and 22·17 overall.
both
of
theirs
on three !its and an
''These· games were really
important to us," said Lobo error.
In the Lobo half of the inning
shortstop Lloyd Thompson. "No
center
fielder Mike Delmonico got
one wants to be in the basement,
on
by
a shor~top error, advanced
and UTEP had beaten both
Arizona and ASU, so these games to second on a ground out, then
were really big ones. We're not scored on Lloyd Thompson's
out of it completely yet anyway. single to right. A single by AI
With some sweeps over ASU and Hunter and a double by Ron
Smith brought in the other two
UTEP we could be back in it."
runs
and it was all th11y needed for
In the opener, Friday night,
winning
pitcher Ron Adair.
the Lobos struck for a first inning
The Lobos increased their
run when catcher Gary Stewart
doubled in Mike Pettenuzzo who winning streak to five games, by
had reached first when UTEP winning the night cap 9-4.
Fiv11 runs crossed the plate in a
catcher Jim Brundage interfered
big fourth inning for UNM when
with his swing.
The two starting pitchers, Kent 11 Lobos batted. Mike Pettenuzzo

Netters Skunk Mesa
The netters got back on the
winning track and evened their
season mark at 8-8 by· beating
Mesa Community College, 9-0,
Saturday after falling to Arizona
on Thursday and ASU on Friday.
The Lobos didn't allow Mesa to
win one set as they swept the
small college easily. The match,
which ended UNM's road trip,
gave the netmen a 3·3 record in
California and Arizona. 'Ihe team
goes to Colorado this weekend for
matches with the Air Force
Academy and the University of
Colorado.
Thursday in Tucson, Arizona
routed the Lobos for the second
time this season, 8·1. Senior Peter
Arndt at number two singles
salvaged
only UNM win. Brad
in the top

was whipped by Rand Evett, 6·2,
6·1. Evett, considered the WAC's
best, fell to freshman Coleman in
Albuquerque.
Both Hema11do Aguirre at third
singles and Mike Owen at number
five split sets before losing. 'Ihe
top Lobos doubles team of
Aguirre and Arndt also fell in
three sets.
ASU, given the best chance of
upsetting Arizona, stopped the
Lobos 6-3 Friday. The Lobos
managed to win only two of the
six single matches. Aguiree,
playing in the number four slot,
and Owen were the UNM winners.
Lennart Bergqvist and Coleman
teamed to win the lone Lobo
doubles win. Coleman lost a three
set tiebreaker
ASU's Mark
at first
·

"

Jed it off with a single to right
center followed by two straight
walks to Stewart and Delmonico.
Left fielder, Bill Piskorski, got
three RBis with a double to left.
The Lobos then loaded the bases
again when AI Hunter walked and
Ron Smith got on by an error.
Pettenuzzo and Stewart then
batted for the second times in the
inning but couldn't manage
anything but ground balls to the
infield.
Adair doubled in Hunter in the
sixth to make the score 6-3. But,
the Lobos sewed it up with three
more runs in the 7th. Base hits by
Hunter, Smith, Hiller, and a
double by Stewart was all it took
for the Lobos to complete the
sweep and get themselves out of
the WAC's southern division
basement.
The Lobos travel to Tucson thi11
weekend· to play an important
three-game series with the nations
no. 1 team, Arizona.

Golfers Get
Sixth Place

The Lobo golfers had one of
their finest performances of the
season in the 20th annual
All· America Intercollegiate
Invitational Golf Tournament,
finishing in a tie .for sixth.
The four-day tourney, which
was completed Saturday, is
considered one of the bl)st in the
nation. Florida took the team title
by one stroke over Houston, 1178
and 1179, respectively.
North Texas and Mexico
finished in a deadlock at 1181 in
the 20-team meet. Jack Rice, who
has been leading UNM all season,
fired a three over par 291 to finish
four strokes behind the individual
champion, Houston's David Ishii.
Rice had rounds of 70, 74, 73,
and 74. UNM's next best finisher
was senior Bob Ault at 296. He
had a bad fourth round score of
78 after three good rounds of 71,
73, and 74.
The next tourney for UNM is in
the Sun Devil Invitational May
2·4.
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(Photo by Sue Keith)

Center fielder Mike Delmonico found himself in a run-clown
between two UTEP Min11rs. He was called out but it didn't matter as
the Lobos swept three games from the Min11rs.

LAnG ELLS
ART SUPPLY
COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/ POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATERIALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFTI
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLIE'S AND PAPERS

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING
METAL SECTION/ PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344-5002

Blue Key National Honorary
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Coach Hugh Hackett felt his
tracksters would show marked
improvement this past weekend at
Kansas Relays after failing to
0 the
place the week before at the
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8:00 PM-10:00 PM
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

4310 Central SE
Central location 0 nly.
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Texas Relays, and indeed they
did.
Three Lobo distance runners
tied their career bests, Ingemar
Jernberg tied his own school pole

Lob.os Kill Lobos

A sparse crowd of only 200 was
on hand in Clovis Saturday to see
the White defeat the Reds (26·7)
in the first of two intrasquad
games scheduled to cap off six
weeks of spring football practice.
The victorious White team was
made up of the no. 1 defense and
the no. 2 offense, while the Red
team was composed of the no. 1
offense and the no. 2 defense.
Kevin Thompson scored on
runs of 13 and 48 yards and led
the Whites in running with 100
yards on 11 carries.
Chester (popcorn) Goodson,
who has looked to be the best
running prospect so far this spring
was the games leading rusher with
114 yards in 21 carries.
The Reds quarterback Steve
Myer completed 18 of 35 pass
attempts for 52 per cent and 220
yards.
Mistakes appeared to be the
difference in the game as the
losing Reds dominated the

statistics, outgaining the Whites
by almost 200 yards. But they
also lost the ball five times, twice
on fumbles and three
interceptions and pun ted three
times for an average of under 16
yards.
The Reds also f!liled to convert
on fourth and short yardage
twice, and they were penalized
.five times wiping out some long
gainers.
The game was sponsored, and
all expenses were paid by the
Wildcat Booster club. Coach ·Bill
Mandt, plans on holding one
spring game every year in a
different city around New Mexico
to aid in recruiting and to foster
good relations with the rest of the
state. Saturday's game was the
third spring game the Lobos have
ever played outside of
Albuquerque.
,
The Albuquerque version of the
Cherry·Silver game will be played
Saturday, April 27, at 7: 30.

Roundballers Nail One
Last Wednesday was the first
day high school players could sign
the national letter of intent but
the number one prospect, Moses
Malone, is still considering a
multitude of offers including a
pro contract with the Utah Stars
of the ABA. UNM did sign one
player and has five openings left.
• Malone was one of three high
school seniors drafted by the
ABA. The 6·11 resident of St.
Petersburg, Virginia, was taken by
Utah in the opening round of the
draft's final phase.
UNM, considered to be one of
several promised lands Moses is
considering, has been hot on
Malone's trail. Assistant Coach
John Whisenant, has been the
front runner in trying to convince
Moses that the Land of
Enchantment can double as the
land of milk and honey.
•
Malone's parents have proven
skeptical about him going pro,
hoping he will decide to go to
college. The Utah Stars general
manager has already said that he
won't pressure Malone if his
parents don't want him to go pro
yet.
EI.se where on the UNM
recruiting scene the Lobos signed
6·3 Steve Davis out of Clovis NM.
Davis is a two-time all state guard,

who averaged 22.0 points last
season leading the Wildcats to a
17·9 record.
Another New Mexican the
Lobos are attempting to get is
Norm Cacy of Manzano H.S. in
Albuquerque. Cacy said he was far
from deciding where he would to
go school. He plans to visit
Nevada·Las Vegas and Kansas
State.
One of the top junior college
player.a in the country, Wilde Lee
Smiley, who had already signed to
come to UNM, was arrested in
Tempe, Arizona, charged with the
first degree rape of a 17-year·old
girl.

vault record, and all of UNM's
entrants placed (finished in top
sixth) except for long jumper
Tom Kent.
Jernberg won the university
division pole vault Friday with a
16·10 mark, which tied his UNM
record set last season. 'Fhe other
highlight of the second day of
competition was Blair Johnson's
second in the six-mile run.
Johnson, a junior from El Paso,
covered that distance in 29:35.8
eclipsing teammate Faustino
Salazar's school mark of 31:23.0.
Johnson came back Saturday and
qualified for the WAC in the
three-mile run as did Salazar.
Salazar had a career best time
of 14:06.9 for the three·mile
while Johnson came in with a
14:13.1. There were 74 runners in
that event. The other distance
runner from Loboland who
performed well was steeplechaser
Jay Miller,
There were 49 runners in the
steeplechase and Miller, a
sophomore from Albuquerque,
finished a strong fifth in the
university division. His time of
3:11.3 was his personal best and
qualified him for the WAC Track
and Field Championships which
will be held May lO·lloin
Albuquerque.
Senior Walter Henderson
qualified for the 10()-yard dash
finals with runs of 9.5, 9.5, and
9.6 on Friday and then the senior
from Ohio came through with a
9.4 in those finals ,on Saturday.
The judges ruled Henderson came

7:30P.M..
Admission Free

Reception
........ - " ... . .. .. .

ZDRBI\~S
GREEK NIGHT CLUB
With Authentic Boosouki Music and Greek Folk Dances

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Folk Dancing Instructed
6 to 9 p.m .

LUNCH & DINNER SERVED DAILY
featuring Authentic Greek Cuisine
and a complete American Menu
also·.
C()Cktails & Imported Greek Wines,
with Aperitifs
professional belly
dancer~ from the
middle east

Try our family Restaurant
602 Central SW

271 3 Central N.W.

Phone 242-0000

Unique Jewelry
For
Unique Occasions

'~m~

Tom W. Thomason
400 San Felipe-Old Town

SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS

at
The University of New Mexico
Contact
Major Noel F. Austin
277-4502

Student Union Ballroom
Wednesday, May 1, 1974

Powers, Elliott Skinner, Matt
Henry, and Michael Solomon
placed fifth. At least they were
used to the wind.

NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
AIR FORCE ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

in the

I

in sixth.
Despite the windy, rainy cold
weather on Saturday, the UNM
mile relay squad of Melvin

APPLY NOW!!!

in Pepino's
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Tracksters Place Well

HONORS ASSEMBLY

Family Room
Suits Designed by
Betsy Johnson
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Lobos Escape Cellar
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fibercraft materials
yarns • fibers • books
weaving supplies
looms •assistance
401 romero, n.w.
old town 243-0655
10·6, closed mondays
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If you have two years of school remaining,
undergraduate, graduate or combination, and
are in a science major, you may qualify to
receive full tuition, all fees, textbooks, and
$100 each month.
PUT IT ALL TOGElHER IN AFROTC

Tired of paying checking service fees! Just bring a
UNM 1.0. to Citizens Bank and receive a FREE
checking account. We're located on Candelaria, a
few blocks east of University Blvd. We also have
Free Bank by Mail. Why pay for something you
can get free?
This offer also includes UNM employees.

CITIZENS BANK

.A...
\..U

OF ALBUCJUERCIUE
2901 Candelaria, NE
Telephone 298-8777
2500 Louisiana, NE/1213 San Pedro, NE
Open 'til 6.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates: lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charee, or 6¢
pel' word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads publillhed five
or more consecutive days.
Terms: PaYment must be made In full
11

PERSONALS

---------------------

IF YOU THINK you're pregnant & are
confused about it, caD AGORA 277·
3013 or come by the NW corner of
Mesa Vista. There are many avenues to
~P.l<!~ L~t's_c_xplo!~ them all. ___4/2~
DON'T KNOW THE ROPES ON CAM·
PUS 1 We can help in finding finance
for schooling, scheduling classes, or ad·
viscment. Pr<!ject Consejo-Peer Counsel·
ing, Mesa Vista, Rm 2036, phone 277•
~630,
6/3
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have frh:nda who care at Blrthrlaht.
247-118111.
WRITERS NEEDED; New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply In penon at the Lobo, room
lli8 of Student Publication•.
=-----NEW CLASS-T'AI CHI CHIH-atartlng
Mon. April 22, 7 :30 pm, $18, Open Mind
Bookstore, 3010 Central SE, 262·0066.
~/22

21

LOST & FOUND

LOST BRACELET, two rings in BAS
bathroom last T~~~· 266·9686. ~/26
FOUND: QUALITY fountain pen. Identify and claim Journalism room 206.
LOST: ELKJiOUND-CROSS- PUPPY:
black face, white paws: near Gold and
Ash: Reward, 242·2428.
4/22
FOUND: ONE EARRING for pierced ean
at Yale & Cornell, Identify and claim In
Journalism Room 206.
FOUNo;-CCii~ ··pu;.;-c:On,_ta~l-nl~q-k-.,.-.-n~cl
mon~ at Stanford a Sitter. ldentlf7 a
claim. nn 201 Joumalllal.

31

SERVICES

TYPING: Medical papers (apeclalty-orth·
opedlc), manuscripts, reports, •tatistlcal,
_envelopes, 266·7249•• - - - - - 4/28
IN YOUR HOME-Color TV Repair. Ser•
vice call, $7 .60, 266·6938.
·
<4/24
LANDSCAPING • LAWN ...MAINTENANCE. Special low aprins rat., 8118·
11011, 843·9431.
4/24
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photGI.
Lowest 11rlc11 In town, fut, pllulnw.
lllear UNM. CaU 2815-2444 or come to
1'717 Girard N.E.
IMAGE8-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT. ap•
plication photoara_(Jhe. Clote, quick, aane.
2312·A Central SE. Behind Butterftelda.
Ill
266.9917.
MIME CLASSES beKinnlng April 23, <4
week seeslon-evenlnp only, Call 842·
1080 after 6 pm.
<4/28
HAVE YOU BEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an Inferior product 'l or bad aer·
vice 'l or havfng trouble with your land·
lord 1 If so, call CONSUMER AFFAIRS
at 277-6606 or come Into room 248 In the
SUB between 12:30-4:30. We can help
you I Research and Consumer Afl'all'll.
4/23
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Prosrram ofl'el'll legal services
for studenta and etafl'. Furnished by
qualified law studenta under faculty auJierVIslon. Availability limited to th01e
whD!le assets and Income do not exceed
e~~tabllshed RUidellne~~. 60e registration
fee. Call 277·2913 or 2'17-3604 for In·
formation and aJJpolntment.l. Sponsored
by Associated Studenta of UNM.
tfn

4>

prior to insertion of advertisement.
Whel!e: Journalism Building, Room 206,

or bll mtJil

(continued from page 4)

keep saying it, believing it
and acting it.) 1 assume your
letter was written in a
moment of anger and is not a
reliable indication of your
intellectual stance. Otherwise,
your letter denotes an

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. BolC 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

5)

FOR S.ALE

WHILE THEY LAST. Back llaua of the
Daily Lobo are aold for lUI each In Stu·
dent Publication" Buainese Olllce room
206, Journaltam BuUdlnr.
PHII.HARMONIC T440 or NIKKO 2020
AM·FM multiplex receiver, Garrard full
size turntable with cueing device with
Shure mag cartridge, optional 2 matched
large 12x24 walnut finish cabinets with
12" woofers, II'' midrange, 3" tweetere.
Value $549-easb '$246 or terms. Call
House of Sounds, Inc., .1621 4th NW. 766·
1903.
6{~
PUPPIES FOR SALE: · Collie-Doberman
cross, Very intelligent. Call 266·1026,
4/24
'68 TORINO GT, 64,000 miles, power
brakes, steering, top condition, Sam.
2:':!:.~!?9·
<1/26
SNARE DRUM, supersensitive 400, excel,..
lent ~on'!}tion, $126, 2~~=8155.___~(~"6
MIRANDA FVT (SLR, 50mm) braun
flash; tripod, other accessories, 298·8663.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4(2_2
·UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE. Good
practice instrument. Bench included.
262·0698,
~/26
BICYCLES I DICK HALLETT hu moved
to 2122 Coal Place SE one block from
Lead and Yale. He stili offers the lowest
vrlces on world champion branda. Hours:
Noon till 9 :00 pm. 843-9878.
C/24
Ci:OsE:Ou-r· ON •CONSOLE '";;['cO";.
ponent Stereoa. Some sllrhtly damued,
prices reduced up to 50 per cent. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Jlateo NE, 011en
seven days a week.
tfn
1978 MALIBU, loaded, tape deek and tapea.
Must sell, '300 below book. 768-4677 before 6 PM, 298.4635 after 6 PM. Jflfln'l/
../22
VIc.
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE, built In
button holer, blind heamer1 monOIP'a!pl1
sews on buttons, ete. 119.95.
Unltea
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE, open
tfn
seven days a week.
SHEPHERD PUPPIE5-Sl0. 898·0814:
Good wateh dora.
4/22
WE HAVE NITE STANDS from fl9,
headboards from '16, mirrors from '15
plua assorted mattresses, chestl, draaere,
etc. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo NE, open seven daye a week, tfn
DIRT BIKE - YAMAHA 260MX 1970.
Great runninr, 3U·0896 or 2<17·9945, 4/28
NIKON FTN w/GOmm-F2 Nilcon and cue.
Perfect condition, '336. 2113·2816 eveo
nlnra.
<4/28

-·---·-··

$1

tntellectual tyrant capable of
refusing freedom to great
Patricia Murphy
;::=n::u::m::b::e::rs=o::f::p::e::o:::p::l::e=a=n=d=th=u=s:;:::::=A=ss=o=c=ia=te=P=ro=f=e=ss=o=r=o=f=F=r=e=n=ch=:::;-

FOR SALE

COMPLETE VW engine, 1300cc. Recently
overh~'!J.~~:._$~":,7_!~~:
4/23
1973 DATSUN 1200. 33 MPG. CaU 8'17·
7196.
~/23

Wark

Lab a

BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 15 A 10 apeeda,
from $79.96. Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale. SE, 842·9100.
tfn
.
TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS set in eold,
Unusual engagement and weddins rlnsr•.
li/3
ChatlY Romero. 268·3896,
BACKPACKERS - come Inspect New
Mexico's most complete aelectfon of
equipment at Back Country Sports, 2421
San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
6/3

-

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

..-~.8,10

7' MISCELLANEOUS
OPENING A SHOP. Need handmade artl·
clcs on consignment for summer stock.
4/2'
Call Sharon, 344-7461.
PUBLIC NOTICE April 25 and
26 (Thursday and Friday), campus·
wide elections wUI be held to
choose 11 persons to serve as In·
tcrim Board of Directors of the
New Mexico Public Interest Re·
search Group (NMPIRG).
All students registered at UNM
this seme.ster who intend to reside
in the Albuquerque area this sum·
mer and who expect to register as
students next fall are cligilbe to be·
come candidates for the Interim
Board.
All students registered at UNM
are qualified voters In the election.
To become a candidate for elec·
tlon to the Board of Directors, a
person must obtain and fill out an
official "Statement of Candidacy"
from the PIRG office, 2026 Mesa
Vista Hall on campus. The office is
open from 10 to 5 Monday through
Friday. Each person should fill out
the form and return it to the PIRG
office no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday, April 23.

STUNNING ..• COLORFUL .••
SUPERB ARTISTRY •••

BRilliANTlY STAGED
AND FILMED!
·,
,?'~'

Celebrity Concert Cor!J., in association with Robert I. Kronenberg
presents The First American Engagement of the

RUSSIAN BALLET FILM FESTIVAL
Three separate and complete programs. • All in color and wide screen.

"THE!Wednesday
BOLSHOI
and Thursday

with el(cerpts from "The Stone Flower," "Giselle," "P•,~•nlni
plus "The Dying Swan."

1 E~~;f~KY'S "SWAN LAKE"
T!J~ LENINGRAD KIROV
BALLET
(friday and Saturday Onlyl

.~IE SOVIET ARMY SONG and DANCE ENSEMBLE"
(Sunday, Monday & Tuesday Only)

A company of 200

and dancers in a wide variety

ENTER+

FOR RENT

NE HEIGHTS-2-bdnn boWie, unfurnished, fireJ')Jace, $160 mo.,. water paid.
268·5164.
4/26
TWO FEMALE roommates wanted. u;ir
block from UNM. Your share, $64. can
266·1667.
4/2C
SUMMER RENTAL AUTHENTIC Adobe
In NW Valley. Brick floon. beamed
ceiUnaa~ 2 BR, fully furnished. tennr.
court. ulet, eountt'J' tlvinc 111 min. from
UNM. aU after II Pll. 887..00011. 4/22
WANT TO PAMPER YOURSELI't The
Columbian Eut and Wilt Apartmentll
were dea(gned with the student In mind.
Truly modem eonvenlerac:•: heatecl 1)001,
ree. room, harbeqtHI. Only 2 bloekl fftml
UNJII 1 a 2 bedroo1111 avaDable NOW.
Raerve an apartment earlr for tile 111mmer, no leue requiNd I Come b7 or eaJl
Mike or Scott, 209 Columbia SE Apt. #8.
268-898., 288-1008.
C/10
ROOMS FOR BENT durlnw 11Dillll• on
eampW!I, 24'1..00115 after .I :00 PID• l/1
I'EMALE ROOMMATi"WANTED b Jla,.
15, near UNII. Call 2811·9818.
4/21
HOUSE FOR RENT_. •./1 to 8~'-f&..! lldnn.
Fumisbed 5 blocu fi'Mil u~•· •teo
plue utllltlt!!lll. Grad atudentl or lli'OfeiiOI'II
preferred, Call Larr:r. 21111·71811,
C/25
BOSQUE. PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
St:vle-1 a 2 Bdl. Fum. A Unf11rn ••
Utllltte. Included. Pool, na . barbtque,
larae btlkonl•, aauna. ref. air, 10 min.
from UNJI. Waterbedl oermitted. l'ftllll
$1150.00, 1201 Marquette NE-188-8071.
~tudentl a profe.ctl'll' weleom•JII
HOUSE for aummer, one bedroom. doae t.t't
UNM. $90/mo. 268·067'1.
4/211
LEASE .FOR SUMMER SEM~STER •. Lu.
caya HoWle Apt. .Lead . & Maple from
$1111/mo. 843·7632 and 266•9593,
tfn

51

An Open (..etter

This is )Our key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it
It lets you "speak11 to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four (+, -, x, +).
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point throughout its 200·decade range.
Our HP·35 is the other.lt handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them.

Now at new low price-Call Holman's for details.

FOR SALE

5 MOUNTAIN ACRES, unrestrlc~, !e·
eluded and heavily wooded near Golden.
With . financfn~t, $500 .down and US .per
~th. 262·06~!_ evenings. WSR.
4/22
STEREO SP.EAKERS, 3-way speaker BY!!•
tem, 24" x 16" walnut finish cabinet. 12"
Wootcr, 6" Midrange, 3"Tweeter, crD!lB•
over. Full warranty, Value $299 demonstrator models only $79.50 per ))air. Call
'l'Gii-1903.
.
.. .
6/3
1962 CHEVROLET TRUCK, good condf·
tion, good tires, radio, beater. 212 Mesa
S'E.
4/24

HEWLETTHPACKARD

.

!::::r:::::.::::r~

cakulators in the world.

.r"g~lYi~N!S,,tNIL

f!N~t.Noittt~IN~ iil.NI) b~~,_.'tiN~ $1Jii"PI.ItS-.t&:m-t.NitlAL &i;ittKS._MAPa .

•

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE

Phone> 265-7981
Monday-Friday sam-.1:30 pm
Saturday 8: 30a m-4:JOprn
Mastercharg(• Ban kA meric ard

••.t

•J'J

